
13 April 2016, 18:00 CEST

Present: Masha, Milan, Petra, Julian, Kaca
Excused: Vahid, Kate

Current Projects

I know, Therefore I act

Prep  team meeting from 21st - 24th.  The prep team is preparing the session  outlines, distributed the 
tasks and  moderation. Seems like most of them  are settled. Had some issues with  the venue, changed 
the hotel. 

Reclaim the City

The call is out, on our website.
The first prep-team meeting is suppose to happen this week when the PT will go trough the first session 
outlines. 

Future projects

Gender project applying for Erasmus + - GEF training

The   application is being developed. The timelines still need to be  worked  on. We got a lot of valuable 
input from the trainer in Brussels.  
Topically,   we moved our focus from ,,general gender issues'' to the gender   inequality, with a focus on 
women. LGBT+ will be tackled trough the  program, but we won't focus on that particularly. 
The   final application should be ready latest on 18th when we will send it   to GEF for the first check and 
to the trainer for the second and then  we  will submitt it on 21st/22nd.

GEF Green Train

CDN (Kaca) attends the partner meeting + presenting the project to Balkan MOs during the BRM.
Next   year, hopefully, we will have 1-2 MOs being able to independently run   those trainings and 
fundraise additionally. CDN role will be supportive  as a direct link MO-GEF.

HBS - Caucasus Regional Meeting with GeYG and FYEG

We decided to apply for the 20th of April deadline with Georgian, Armenian and Azerbaijani organizatons

International Peace Bureau

Working on the declaration drafting. The declaration is about climate change, peace and disarmament.

Working groups

Digital X 

After  the application submission we had 2 meetings and reactivated the   normal running of things. Three
new applications. Will have the first   meeting during the seminar.

AlterUrb

Had a movie night. Will have meeting next week again. 



Gender

Will have one more meeting next week

Migration

Plan to have the first meeting in May

3. Regional Cooperation and MOs

Balkans

Macedonia  is crazy these days, political crisis, many protests going on. Also  migration crisis is warming 
up, refugees are trying to cross the  borders, there are cases of deaths...

Caucasus

Armenian and Azerbaijan conflict news are overloading the medias. All 3 countries mentioned in panama 
papers.

Ongoing  protest in front of the house of one oposition leader, that posted  ,,anti-Azeri'' (call for peace 
with Armenia) post and now govenrment is  against him even more

RUMB

Chernobyl 30th anniversary is near

POs

Case of the German comedian who wrote a poem about Erdogan-Merkel. 
Austrians   are abolishing the right to seek asylum. You're only allowed if you  can  proof if you 
specifically your life specifically is endangered.
Greece: sending back refugees to Turkey.

External Partners

FYEG
Julian will be representing CDN at FYEG GA in Prague.

5. AOB

EC Meeting in Kiev

The  meeting will take place on 1st and 2nd May - with some time for a  relaxation. 

We will work on the agenda later this week.

CDN Political Platform revising

Julian and Milan started working on the methods of revision of the political platform

Next online meeting: 18th May, 18:00 CEST


